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shock: facts on symptoms & treatment - medicinenet - shock is a life-threatening medical condition as a
result of insufficient blood flow throughout the body. shock often accompanies severe injury or illness. medical
shock is a medical emergency and can lead to other conditions such as lack of oxygen in the body's tissues ,
heart attack (cardiac arrest) or organ damage. it requires immediate ... shock (circulatory) - wikipedia shock is the state of not enough blood flow to the tissues of the body as a result of problems with the
circulatory system. initial symptoms may include weakness, fast heart rate, fast breathing, sweating, anxiety,
and increased thirst. shock: an overview - surgicalcriticalcare - shock states, their clinical presentation,
and the necessary therapeutic interventions. recognition of shock may occur through basic physical findings
and physiologic measurements. although a normal systemic blood pressure cannot be used to rule out shock,
an abnormally low blood pressure may be all that is needed to document hypoperfusion and shock and
hemodynamic monitoring - shock and hemodynamic monitoring although the genesis of different forms
shock can be quite varied, all forms of shock do have at least two characteristics in common: 1. all forms of
shock result in impaired oxygen delivery secondary to either reduced cardiac output (cardiogenic, septic) or
loss of effective intravascular volume (hypovolemic, shock: a review of pathophysiology and
management. part i - shock is classified as, hypovolaemic, cardiogenic, obstructive or distributive, and has
been defined as a pathophysiological state in which there is an inadequate supply or inappropriate use of
metabolic substrate (particularly oxygen) by peripheral tissues.1 shock incarceration facilities directive no. 0086, shock incarceration facilities date 03/18/2019 page 3 of 3 note: an otherwise eligible inmate shall be
deemed ineligible for the shock incarceration program if he or she agreed not to apply for, or waived
participation in, this program as a circulatory shock - nejm - septic shock, a form of distributive shock, is the
most common form of shock among patients in the icu, followed by cardiogenic and hypovolemic shock;
obstructive shock is relatively rare (fig. 1b ... cardiogenic shock - american heart association cardiogenic shock (cs) is a clinical condition of inadequate tissue(end organ) perfusion due to cardiac
dysfunction • hypotension (sbp < 80-90 mmhg) or map 30 mmhg below baseline • reduced cardiac index(
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